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Choose a cosy corner, add the new Copenhagen floor lamp and you instantly 
have an ambience with elegance. 

“Most people decorate a room first with furniture, then with lighting 
secondary, as an after-thought,” notes &tradition CEO / Founder Martin 
Kornbek Hansen. “Given the simple yet striking shape of Copenhagen, it 
makes sense to do this process in reverse. Start with the lighting, then add 
the furniture. The dimmer functionality gives you the extra freedom of 
adjusting the light to match your mood.” 

The satinised opal glass shade emits a soft ambient light, while the 
LED dimmer allows you to adjust the light from a colder whiter light for 
daytime to a warmer light at night time for a calmer effect. Technology 
reflecting the Nobel Prize findings about our inner clock and therefore the 
impact of light on our sense of wellbeing.

If you are looking for an iconic lamp with loads of atmosphere, you’ve 
just found it.



Product category Floor lamp

Production process The lamp shade is made from mouth blown opal glass 
and the base and stem are made from deep drawn and 
extruded metal. 

Environment Indoor

Material Mouth-blown satinized opal glass & bronzed brass

Dimensions (cm/in) Glass shade: Ø: 50cm/15.7in 
Base: Ø: 30cm/11.8in,  H: 150cm/59.5in

Weight (kg) 7.5 Kg

Colours Satinized opal glass, Bronzed brass

Voltage (V) 100-240V - 50Hz. 
With wall adapter output: 12V-1250mA

Light source performance Light output: 1300 lumen
& quality Lument/watt: 72 lumen/watt

CRI: >85
Dimming & Color temperature (Kelvin):  
Dim-to-warm technology - 2200K-2800K

Dimmability The light intensity can be controlled by the foot switch 
on the cable with step dimming (4 steps & OFF)

Light source & 18 Watt LED
Energy efficiency class  The luminaire is energy classe : A+ The built-in LED 

module can be replaced in this luminaire. Available 
upon request.

Approximate LED life-time 50.000 hours

Certifications CE, IP20, Class II 

Cord lenght (cm/in) 350cm/137.8in

Cleaning instructions Clean with soft dry cloth. Always switch off the 
electricity supply before cleaning.

Package dimensions (cm/in) Glass shade: L: 59cm/23.2in, W: 59cm/23.2in,  
H: 39cm/15.4in
Base: L: 158cm/62.2in, W: 39cm/15.4in, H: 17cm/6.7in
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